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Terumah
Weekly Parsha

rabbi bernard fox

“And they shall make for Me a
sanctuary and I will dwell
among them.” (Shemot 25:8)
Our parasha discusses the
construction of the Mishcan. The
Mishcan was the portable sanctuary that accompanied Bnai Yisrael
in the wilderness. Once Bnai
Yisrael entered and conquered the

(continued on next page)

rabbi moshe ben-chaim

This week’s Torah portion
“Truma” outlines the Temple and
the various vessels housed therein.
Of considerable detail is the
Menora, the structure of which
includes mandatory decorations of
cups, knobs and flowers, unlike the
other vessels: the Ark, the Table or
the Altars. It possesses seven
branches, six of which emanate
from the center stem with identical
design requirements; three branches
on each side of the center stem. The
seventh, center stem contains more
designs than the others, and the entire
Menora was required to be hammered
from a single block of gold: it could not
be made piecemeal and assembled.
Not too much information or
explanation is readily available about
these designs, but as we research the
Menora, we start to learn of a few
references to Menora in the Torah. I wish to
cite these references, and try to understand
their uniting theme.
The Menora is one of three institutions over
which Moses was perplexed. The Talmud states that
a fiery Menora descended from heaven to convey its
form to Moses. (Menachos 29a) What is the meaning of this
statement?
(continued on page 4)
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Weekly Parsha

land of Israel, this Mishcan – Tabernacle –
was replaced by a permanent structure. This
structure was the Bait HaMikdash – the
Sacred Temple – constructed by King
Shlomo.
Our passage contains the specific command
to construct the Mishcan.
However,
Maimonides indicates in his Sefer HaMitzvot
that this passage is also the source for the
commandment to build the Bait HaMikdash.
[1] Sefer Mitzvot Gadol – SeMaG – agrees
that there is a commandment to build the Bait
HaMikdash.
However, he objects to
Maimonides’ contention that the mitzvah is
derived from our pasuk. He suggests that the
proper source for the commandment to build
the Bait HaMikdash is a set of pasukim in
Sefer Devarim. In these pesukim, Moshe tells
Bnai Yisrael that they will cross over the
Jordan and inhabit the land of Israel. Moshe
then tells the people that Hashem will choose
a place for His Mikdash and it is to that place
that all sacrifices will be brought.[2], [3]
Rav Yosef Karo suggests that there is an
obvious reason for SeMaG’s rejection of
Maimonides’ position. Our passage is not
discussing the Bait HaMikdash. It is specifically commanding the construction of the
Mishcan. How can Maimonides contend that
this passage is the source for the obligation to
build the Bait HaMikdash?[4]
It seems that SeMaG’s objection to
Maimonides’ position is reasonable. Why
does Maimonides insist on citing our passage
as the source for the commandment to build
the Bait HaMikdash? Rav Yosef Karo
suggests that Maimonides position is based
upon a problem within the wording of our
passage. What is this problem?
In our pasuk, Bnai Yisrael are commanded
to build a sanctuary for Hashem. There are
two terms used in the Torah for “sanctuary.”
These terms are Mishcan and Mikdash. The
term Mishcan is generally used to refer to the
Tabernacle of the wilderness. In our passage,
Hashem directed Bnai Yisrael to build this
Tabernacle of the wilderness. Therefore, it
seems that the passage should have used the
term Mishcan. However in our passage,
Hashem does not tell Bnai Yisrael to build a
Mishcan – a Tabernacle. He tells Bnai Yisrael
to build a Mikdash. Why does the passage
use the term Mikdash and not the seemingly
more appropriate term Mishcan?
Rav Yosef Karo suggests that Maimonides
is answering this question. According to
Maimonides, the term Mikdash is a more
general term than Mishcan. It includes all
both the Tabernacle and the Bait HaMikdash.

The passage specifically uses the term
Mikdash in order to include both forms of
sanctuary – the portable Tabernacle and the
permanent Bait HaMikdash.[5] It seems that
according to Rav Yosef Karo, Maimonides
maintains that our pasuk legislates the
requirement to establish a sanctuary. This
institution does not have a specific form.
Instead, the structure of the sanctuary is
flexible. This commandment includes the
Mishcan constructed in the wilderness and the
Bait HaMikdash constructed by Shlomo.
How are these different structures included
in one mitzvah? Sometimes it is appropriate
for this sanctuary to be a portable structure.
At other times, a permanent structure is more
fitting. The environment in which the sanctuary will be placed determines its form. When
Bnai Yisrael were traveling in the wilderness,
the nation was not permanently situated. It
was appropriate for the sanctuary to travel
with the camp. Once Bnai Yisrael settled in
the land of Israel, the nation was permanently
situated. At this point, a permanent structure
became appropriate.
This is a reasonable explanation of
Maimonides’ position. However, SeMaG
raises an important objection to this position.
The Midrash Sifri enumerates three
commandments that came into effect when
Bnai Yisrael entered the land of Israel. These
mitzvot are to appoint a king, to build a
Mikdash, and to destroy Amalek. It seems
that Sifri is asserting that the commandment
to construct the Mikdash – a sanctuary – is
comparable to the other two commandments
mentioned by the Sifri. These other two
commandments did not apply in the wilderness. Similarly, it appears that the commandment to build a Mikdash did not apply in the
wilderness. Instead, the commandment first
became operative with Bnai Yisrael’s
conquest of the land of Israel.[6] It is interesting that Maimonides also quotes this midrash
in his Sefer HaMitzvot.[7]
How can
Maimonides’ position be reconciled with this
midrash?
Maimonides explains that there is a fundamental difference between the Mishcan and
the Bait HaMikdash. He explains that the
Mishcan was originally constructed in the
wilderness and was intended to serve as a
temporary structure. When the nation entered
the land of Israel, the Mishcan was established
in Gilgal. It was then moved to Shiloh. The
Mishcan was subsequently replaced by a
sanctuary constructed in Nov. The Nov
sanctuary was also eventually replaced by a
sanctuary build in Givon. In turn, the sanctu(continued on next page)
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ary of Givon was replaced by the Bait HaMikdash.
Once the Bait HaMikdash was
constructed, its site became the permanent
location for any subsequent sanctuary. The
second Bait HaMikdash was constructed upon
this location and the third will also be built on
this site. In short, all of the sanctuaries build
before the Bait HaMikdash were temporary.
These sanctuaries were erected at a site for a
period of time and then moved to a new
location and sometimes even replaced by a
new structure. However, once the Bait
HaMikdash was built upon the Temple Mount
in Yesushalayim, this site became the permanent location of the structure.[8]
This distinction is reflects a fundamental
difference between the sanctuaries that
preceded the Bait HaMikdash and the Bait
HaMikdash itself. As explained above, the
institution of sanctuary is expressed in different forms. In the wilderness, the sanctuary
took the form of the Mishcan – a portable
structure. The sanctuary took other forms
once the nation entered the land of Israel.
However, all of the iterations of the sanctuary
were innately temporary and precursors to the
Bait HaMikdash. The Bait HaMikdash represents the ultimate and final form of the sanctuary. Once he Bait HaMikdash was built, it
was the final form and site for the sanctuary.
All subsequent sanctuaries are reconstructions
of this King Shlomo’s Bait HaMikdash and
built on its site.
This distinction between the Bait HaMikdash and its precursors resolves the contradic-

Weekly Parsha

tion between Maimonides’ position and the
Sifri. Although versions of the sanctuary
existed before the nation entered the land of
Israel, the final and ultimate fulfillment of the
commandment to build a sanctuary could not
be achieved until the land of Israel was
completely secured and the Bait HaMikdash
was constructed.
Let us now reconsider the dispute between
Maimonides and SeMaG. According to
Maimonides, the mitzvah to build a sanctuary
includes the Bait HaMikdash and all of its
precursors.
According to SeMaG, the
commandment specifically instructs us to
build the Bait HaMikdash. It does not include
the precursor of the Bait HaMikdash. Why
does SeMaG exclude the Mishcan from the
commandment?
It seems that according to SeMaG, the Bait
HaMikdash is a fundamental element of the
sanctity of the land of Israel. In other words,
the sanctity of the land of Israel has a specific
structure. This sanctity requires that the land
of Israel include as a central element the Bait
HaMikdash. The Mishcan and the other
sanctuaries that preceded the Bait HaMikdash
were places for the offering of sacrifices and
the worship of Hashem. But these structures
were not expressions of the sanctity of the
land of Israel.
Maimonides disagrees. He argues that the
commandment to build a sanctuary was given
in the wilderness. It was first fulfilled through
the construction of the Mishcan. According to
Maimonides, the sanctuary is a central

element within the national community of
Bnai Yisrael. This community first emerged
in the wilderness. With its emergence came
the requirement to build this community
around a sanctuary. The appropriate sanctuary for the nation as it traveled through the
wilderness was the Mishcan. The structure of
the national community evolved and did not
achieve its final form until the people
possessed the land of Israel. In other words
Bnai Yisrael evolved from a nomadic nation
into a people with a land. As the national
community evolved, the institution of the
sanctuary evolved. Once the people achieved
possessed the land, the nation became
complete. The complete community required
a permanent Bait HaMikdash. In short,
Maimonides and SeMaG disagree on the
framework of the sanctuary. According to
SeMaG the sanctuary is an expression of the
sanctity of the land of Israel. Therefore, the
Mishcan and the Bait HaMikdash are fundamentally different institutions. According to
Maimonides, the sanctuary is a fundamental
element of the national community of Bnai
Yisrael. Therefore at different times in the
history of Bnai Yisrael, the Mishcan and the
Bait HaMikdash have served as appropriate
expressions of this institution. Of course,
Maimonides acknowledges that the Bait
HaMikdash is the ultimate form of the institution of a sanctuary. However, this is because
the nation of Bnai Yisrael is only complete
once it is in possession of the land of Israel.
In memory of my dear friend and mentor
Albert J. Maimon Z”L.
May his soul be bound in the bonds of
eternal life. Q
[1] Rabbaynu Moshe ben Maimon
(Rambam / Maimonides) Sefer HaMitzvot,
Mitzvat Aseh 2.
[2] Sefer Devarim 11:10-11.
[3] Rabbaynu Moshe ben Yaakov of
Coucy (SeMaG), Sefer Mitzvot Gadol,
Mitzvat Aseh 163.
[4] Rav Yosef Karo, Rav Yosef Karo,
Hilchot Bait HaBechirah 1:1.
[5] Rav Yosef Karo, Rav Yosef Karo,
Hilchot Bait HaBechirah 1:1.
[6] Rabbaynu Moshe ben Yaakov of Coucy
(SeMaG), Sefer Mitzvot Gadol, Mitzvat
Aseh 163.
[7] Rabbaynu Moshe ben Maimon
(Rambam / Maimonides) Sefer HaMitzvot,
Mitzvat Aseh 20.
[8] Rabbaynu Moshe ben Maimon
(Rambam / Maimonides) Mishne Torah,
Hilchot Bait HaBeChirah 1:1-3.
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Perhaps the most popular source of the Menora
is the holiday of Channukah. After the Jews won
the war, they returned to resume Temple service by
lighting the Menora. Finding insufficient, pure oil
to last eight days until they could press new oil,
God created the famous miracle where one day’s
supply of oil lasted those eight days. Unable to
light each day was not the Jews’ fault, so we
wonder the need for such a miracle, as the Jews
were already victorious. It is not a miracle that
saved the Jews, nor was it needed. Why then did
God perform this miracle?
Parshas Beha-alosecha commences with the
command of Aaron lighting the Menora. This
follows the inauguration of the Tabernacle
(Temple) as the first service. Why is Menora the
first service?
On Shabbos Channukah we read the Haftorah of
Parshas Beha-alosecha found in Zechariah. It
describes God’s promise to enable the reconstruction of the second Temple through Darius, Queen
Esther’s son. In this portion of the Prophets, Zechariah sees a vision, part of which reveals a golden
Menora. Zechariah also sees olives which on their
own, are miraculously pressed and provide golden
oil for the Menora. The lesson according to Rashi
is that just as this vision of the olives required no
man to press oil from them, so too, no man will be
required to create the situation where the Temple
will be rebuilt, as the verse states, “not by an army
and not by strength, but by My spirit, says God of
hosts.” Meaning, this part of the vision is an
analogy to future events: just as man is unnecessary to create oil and light the Menora, man is
equally unnecessary to enable the situation to
rebuild the Temple; God alone will accomplish
this. The question is what does the Menora have to
do with God’s message to Zechariah? The
Menora’s presence seems arbitrary. Any item
could be used to convey God’s message…why a
Menora?
However, we notice in all three of these sections,
a Menora is found, and the section is dealing with
either resuming temple service (Channukah),
initiating Temple service (Beha-alosecha) or the
rebuilding of the Temple (Zechariah). What is this
central role of the Menora, when the Ark is truly
the focus of the Temple, as it houses the Torah?
Additionally, while donning Tefillin each morning,
we recite these words: “and the good oil pour out
on the seven branches of the Menora, to spread
forth Your goodness to Your creations.” What is
this statement’s meaning? What does the Menora
have to do with God pouring out Hs “good oil”
(goodness) to His creations?
One more matter is essential to our discussion:
Sforno’s explanation for the very need for Temple.
Of course, Temple is not “for” God, as God needs
nothing. Temple is for man. But as Sforno taught,

The Temple

Temple was a response to the Golden Calf. The
Jews expressed an idolatrous need, as Moses
presumably was dead, and the nation could not
bear existing with no physical figurehead. Thus,
the Jews said, “...Moses the man who took us up
from Egypt, we know not what has happened to
him.” Why did they mention Moses “the man”? It
was due to their over attachment to man, instead of
God. Sforno explains that the Jews then created the
Golden Calf to replace Moses. They did not truly
assume the Calf was God, but that this Calf would
be the means through which they could relate to
God. Nonetheless, this was a grave sin. However,
this sin displayed the level of the Jews, that they
required a tangible method of approaching God.
Temple was God’s response: it would act as a
controlled outlet of sorts. God would allow their
tangible approach to Him, never once allowing the
Jew to view God as tangible, but merely offering
them a means, on their level, to worship God. If we
understand God’s message to the Jews here, we
can now answer our main question regarding the
role of the Menora.
With Temple, God teaches mankind that our
own means of approaching Him – the Golden Calf
– must fail in truly relating to God. Human ideas
by definition are qualitatively and quantitatively
less than God’s perfect knowledge. But not only
are our ideas flawed, the central point I wish to
make is this: man cannot initiate a relationship
with God, unless God makes this relationship a
reality, and does so first. For the Jews to presume
that creating a golden animal will realistically
relate them to God, is a crime, which earned them

death. Our understanding of the true means by
which we relate to God is so essential, that without
it, our lives are worthless. We may now understand
why Menora is so essential to Temple.
Temple, as we said, is God’s allowance for
mankind to relate to Him in an Earthly and tangible
fashion. But since the Jews sinned, assuming they
might initiate a relationship with God on their own,
and with their own fabricated devices and acts,
God corrects us. And not only did those Jews
possess the emotion responsible for the Golden
Calf’s creation, we are all still the same “human”
design, sharing the seeds of that sin, and in need of
keeping a “lid” on those idolatrous emotions. The
Talmud teaches that the Yetzer Hara – the evil
instinct – emerged from the Temple’s “Holy of
Holies” in the form of a fiery lion. This parable
means that it is in the religious sphere (Temple) that
man’s idolatrous emotions are most powerful. And
therefore, in this religious sphere (Temple worship)
we find the most exacting of laws to restrain this
emotion. We find today all too often, many Jews
wishing to express greater “religiosity” than others.
Man’s ego teams with his religious emotion, and
seeks grandeur in the eyes of hi fellow, instead of in
God’s eyes. God, having created our religious
emotions, warns us not to add to the Torah, for this
very reason. Radak’s last “Yaish Omrim” in
Zafania 1:8 explains how God punished Jews who
dressed differently than the other Jews, just to
present themselves as more religious. We have
digressed, but for good reason. Let us return to the
Menora.
Now, as Sforno taught, man sinned by assuming
(continued on next page)
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he knew how to relate to God: he thought his
arbitrary actions of creating a Golden Calf might
have some real meaning before God. However, this
is pure idolatry and imagination. How does God
correct us? We require this vital lesson that we
cannot initiate a relationship with God, but it is God
who does so, and it is God’s prescribed actions and
laws, which are truly recognized by Him. We are
taught of the Menora’s essential role in our
aforementioned three cases.
When reestablishing Temple service during
Channukah, God made certain that the very
initiation – Menora lighting – was not by natural
means, but through that miracle. When God gave
Zechariah his vision, again, God informed him that
the Temple would be rebuilt through God: “not by
an army and not by strength, but by My spirit, says
God of hosts.” (Zech. 4:6) Meaning, man’s
relationship to God (Temple service) in these two
cases, required a reminder that this relationship
exists…only due to Gods’ will, and man cannot
effectuate a relationship arbitrarily, without God’s
will. We learn that man must subordinate his
religious desires, to God’s exact prescriptions of
service. The honest person will ask, “How can man
relate to the Creator of the universe?” And a great,
honest man did already express this: “What is man
that you are mindful of him, or the son of man that
you remember him? (King David, Psalms, 8:5)
Humility demands this response of King David.
However, God does create a relationship, for which
we must be thankful. So our two cases teach that
God intervened, not allowing man to assume he
might relate to God, without God’s will or
methods. Perhaps this also explains the Talmudic
portion citing the “fiery Menora” that taught Moses
of its perplexing design. The concept of a “perplexing design” suggests this idea again: that we must
subordinate our knowledge, to God’s knowledge.
Even the most perfect and intelligent man relied on
God’s instruction.
But now you will ask, “Where was there any act
of God in the inaugural service in Beha-alosecha?”
To this, I ask you, “Why did God select the
Menora, and not another item, to function as His
lesson in Zechariah and during Channukah?”
Again: Temple (man’s service to God) demands
that man recognize God’s methods, and that God
initiates any relationship with man. I cannot
explain the Menora’s knobs, cups and flowers, but
I wish to suggest why it is designed wit six
branches emanating from a seventh. I believe this
refers to Creation, from which six days emanated,
and rest was established for the seventh. The very
concept of creation is the most primary example of
God’s relationship with everything: His creation of
matter’s very existence is the most primary expression of His relationship with matter, with the entire
universe. Perhaps for this reason, God uses the

The Temple
Menora to demonstrate this lesson, that He Menora teaches a vital lesson as well, regarding
creates this “relationship” with man, just as he our relationship with God. Temple addresses the
forged the basis of all relationships, by granting entire human being, and part of our Earthly
everything existence. The act of creation is the existence encompasses not only Torah study
expression of God’s relationship to matter, per (Ark), but also our approach to God in a relationexcellence. He therefore structured the Menora to ship. Menora is the vehicle that educates man on
embody an expression of “Creation” so that this relationship, restraining our religious expresTemple will have an item displaying the founda- sion to only what God deems proper, and teachtion of our relationship with the Creator: an object ing that our relationship follows His methods, not
which resembles creation, an emanating six days, our own.
paralleled by an emanating six branches. Perhaps
To partake of reality, man must subjugate his
for this reason we recite, “and the good oil pour feelings, to God’s true knowledge. This, I feel, is
out on the seven branches of the Menora, to a goal of the Menora. Q
spread forth Your
goodness to Your
creations” as we
wind the Tefillin
“seven times” on
our arms. Again
here, when in
service to God
wearing
His
Tefillin,
we
remind
ourselves
that without His
Mitzvos or His
desire, we have no
means to relate to
Him.
Menora resembles
creation,
and
by
contemplating creation,
we realize the idea of God
relating to creation. And as
this Menora sits in the Temple,
the place where we desire to
approach God, we are made aware of
this truth, that only through God’s methods,
will we have any relationship with Him. We are thereby
averted from subjective, idolatrous, religious expressions
as displayed by the Jews who created the Golden Calf.
Menora reminds us to rely on God’s means to approach
Him, so that we truly approach Him, and not imagine we
do. God creates the truth that we can relate to Him, and
thus, He created miracles when the temple was reestablished and rebuilt. Temple service devoid of a clear
teaching that God enables such service is false. God
desires we live by truth, so God teaches us with lessons as
these.
This is a primary lesson for us all. We must recognize by
Torah study what is true and what s false concerning our
notions of God. We must then adhere meticulously to
His commands, as He alone knows the only means
for our relationship with Him.
Studying God’s Torah is the greatest
command, and where we find our true
expression as intelligent beings. But although
as we said, the Ark which houses the Torah is
the true focus of the Temple and our lives, the
5
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talk
&
teachers
rabbi israel chait
Written by student

Chapter 1, Mishna 5: “Yose the son of
Yochanon the man of Jerusalem said: …and
do not engage in lengthy talk with women.
This is said with regards to one’s own wife,
certainly with another man’s wife. From
here the Wise Men said: As long as one
engages in lengthy discussions with women,
he will cause evil for himself, remove himself
from words of Torah, and come to inherit
hell.”
The Rambam, in his commentary on this
mishna, explains that most discussions with
women are about sexual matters. It follows
from this explanation that the issue in the
mishna isn’t that a man is talking to a woman:
it is not a question of the people involved in the
dialogue. Rather, the issue at hand is the nature
of the dialogue itself. The mishna’s example of
the different sexes merely reflects that the
nature of the discussion pertains to sexual
topics. Still, we need to understand: what is the
lesson our mishna is trying to teach us?
When the Torah describes the creation of
man, it says “And man was living being”
(Genesis Chapter 2, Verse 7). The commentator Onkelos explains this verse to mean that
man was a “speaking spirit”, meaning that the
capacity for speech makes man distinct from
all other creatures. This leads to a unique
ability for instinctual satisfaction, merely
through talking. Whereas animals must
perform an action in order to satisfy their
instincts, man’s psyche allows for satisfaction
through speech. This mechanism isn’t limited
to speech: it includes all forms of fantasizing,
such as movies, where words and ideas are
conveyed through speech. Man’s instincts are
spoken about more than actually performed. A
prime example of this is ‘Lashon Hara’, when
one person speaks negatively about another
person. This is considered a form of ‘character
assassination’ where a person can be killed, not
with a weapon, but with words. The romantic
feelings of love are given the same expression
through words, as seen by the degree to which

people constantly joke about sexual matters or
read or write about them. This is a unique
ability of man that stems from his ‘speaking
spirit’, the ability to express his instincts
through speech.
According to the Rambam, the phrase “don’t
engage in lengthy talk with women” teaches us
to not cater to the instincts through speech. The
idea of “lengthy talk” means that there is a
greater involvement than is necessary. As
much as a person needs it, there will be a
necessity for expression. However, when one
oversteps the boundary, the desire is awakened
and will lead to a type of life, which isn’t the
highest level. Our Sages are emphasizing that
speech is a means to express an instinct, and if
one excites the instincts too much through this
vehicle, it will lead to problems.

Chapter 1, Mishna 6: “Yehoshua the son of
Perachia and Nitai the Arbeili accepted from
them. Yehoshua the son of Perachia said:
Make for yourself a Teacher, Acquire for
yourself a Friend, and Judge everyone to the
side of Innocent”
“Make for yourself a Teacher” Rashi explains
this to mean that one shouldn’t just learn alone
but also from a teacher and those listening. We
may ask why Rashi adds that one should learn
from those listening also: why not just learn
from the teacher?
The idea of learning from others listening to
the teacher is that one should not be concerned
who he is learning from. Even if one is on a
lower level of wisdom, with the correct
approach to knowledge, he may have the capacity to add from an intuition that you may not
have.
“Acquire for Yourself a Friend” Rashi
explains, that some say this means that a person
should have a book to study from while others
say that it means that a person should have a
friend to learn with because, quoting from a
verse in Ecclesiastes, “two are better than one”.
There is also a statement in the Talmud that one
who studies alone, even if he is a wise scholar,
will start saying foolish things.
Rashi refers to two different interpretations as
to what is the meaning of a “friend”, a book or
an actual person. When we analyze this
disagreement, we need to understand what is
the reasoning of each side. Why would a book
be sufficient to qualify as a friend? Why does
the other opinion disagree? To be continued. Q
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Weekly Parsha

Egypt to Sinai
A Daily Journey

rabbi moshe ben-chaim

We observe a very interesting parallel between the
Jews’ history, and the Temple’s structure. We noted
that the Jews left animal worship behind them upon
their Egyptian exodus. God led them through a desert
by way of pillars of smoke and fire, while sustaining
them miraculously with the Manna. They arrived at
Sinai obtaining God’s Torah. These events are
directly paralleled by the Temple’s design: the priests
enter the Temple with the animal sacrifice behind
them. Inside, they encounter smoke from the Incense
Altar, fire from the Menorah, and bread set on the
Showbread Table. These are all in service of the
primary vessel, the Ark that houses God’s Torah. It
too is cloaked by a Parochess curtain, as was Sinai
cloaked in darkness, rain and cloud.
These phenomena of pillars of smoke, fire, and the
Manna, were not simply conveniences, but precisely
planned by God. Each served a lesson, not just for the
Jews who left Egypt, but also for all future generations. So important are their lessons, they form the
design of the Temple: God desired that the Egyptian,
terrestrial journey mirror every man and woman’s
internal journal. We all must leave our own “Egypt”.
Life is a struggle to abandon our infantile and
primitive natures, our own Egypt, and adhere to the
truth, embodied by the Menorah’s light. And as we
said, we temper our knowledge with our admission
of our ignorance, conveyed by the Incense Altar’s
cloud. And if we truly devote ourselves to this
mission for which we were created, God’s Manna His providence for our physical needs - will be
readily found, just as it was prepared for the Jews.
And just as the Manna was miraculous, we too will
not understand how God provide as we engage more
hours in Torah study than in work, but He does. God
wishes that man devote himself more to study, than to
accumulation of wealth. The Manna was actually
commanded to be on display in the Temple as a proof
of God’s ability to sustain us. Again we learn: the
lessons of the desert are to be permanent lessons.
Maimonides also teaches that for one who abandons
the life of monetary concerns, devoting himself to
study God’s Torah, God will provide his needs.
(Mishneh Torah: Laws of Shmita and Yovale, 13:13)
As the Jews eventuated at Sinai to obtain the Torah,
so too, the Temple’s focus is the Ark which houses
the Torah. We are reminded daily of our true purpose:
to arrive at an ever-increasing love of God. This may

only be accomplished by studying His
creation and His Torah. We therefore
learn how essential it is that we are
aware of our inner natures - our
primitive and instinctual tendencies. We all possess them. These
emotions and drives work on us
each day. We must evaluate
which urges rule us, understand
their destructive natures, and
abandon them, or satisfy them
properly. But our minds are to rule our
emotions, not the reverse. This too was
exemplified by the Jews’ Passover
sacrifice. Before being redeemed,
they had to display their
disbelief in the
Egyptian
animal

god.
For many,
it was too
strong a desire,
and they perished
with the Egyptians in
Egypt.
One
cannot
simultaneously adhere to God
and an animal deity.
It ends up that all those ancient
events are not quite so ancient. It would
appear that God desired those events to
embody mankind’s mission…in each generation. It follows that God commanded our recurring
Jewish Holidays to set on permanent display these
educational episodes. This journey applies to us all,
and Temple is the permanent reminder. There are
other similar laws. The new moon for example is said
to wax and wane, teaching man that he too may
decrease by sin, but like the moon, he may again wax
to glow in his perfection. The Rabbis indicate that this
is an actual purpose in the design of the moon’s
orbital phases.
Our internal world is quite hidden, and rarely
studied. Temple teaches that matters should be just
the opposite: we must examine our natures, admitting
our poor character traits, and work on improving
them as outlined in the Torah. This is where the
Keruvim come in.
The Keruvim, or cherubs, were the childlike, gold
figurines, which form the Ark’s cover. Why were
such images attached to the most prized of all Temple
vessels housing God’s Torah? What do they have to
do with the Torah? The Rabbis teach they were
similar in design to an infant.
What is an infant? How is it distinguished? I

believe cherubs are
to embody man who is
not yet distorted; he does not
yet follow the instinctual,
primitive and idolatrous emotions.
He is innocent. Keruvim portray man in
his yet, uncorrupted state: a child. This is what the
knowledge of Torah (housed under the Keruvim)
target. Man should return to that state where his
emotions have no affect on him. Keruvim are the
focus of the Temple, as man’s focus is to return to a
state where he is similar to a child in this respect.
The zenith of man’s existence is when he is
untainted with sin, as a child. But this is joined to his
other spiritual element: his soul. Man has two
missions, to free himself from his instinctual, and
cleave to the intellectual, the world of wisdom. But
they work hand in hand: man’s attachment to the
world of wisdom, (the Tablets inside the Ark), is
proportionate to how far he removes himself from the
grips of his emotion, the Keruvim. The Ark’s dual
nature of Tablets and Keruvim above, embody man’s
dual nature of an intellectual and emotional being.
Although the ancient Jews made but one journey
from Egypt to Sinai on the ground, all Jews must
journey from “Egypt to Sinai” each and every day. Q
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Job
they were afraid to face the reality, which Job
suggested. Their fear was that by agreeing with
Job, they would have to abandon their philosophy. (Rashi, Ibn Ezra)
The reason why Job retorted to his friends,
first by describing his pain, was to make them
see that the pain was too great to do as they told
him (to pull himself together). Their philosophy
was one in which they desired to remain secure
in their own ideas, fearful to look at reality
objectively, lest they see that they are wrong.
Job continues, stating that their philosophy
will “bury orphans and undermine friends”
because they are not being objective.
Chapter 7 verse 12 states,

Book
of
the

“Am I a sea, or a whale, that You set a watch
over me?”
rabbi israel chait
Transcribed by students

WHY[PPP

LSPWOHa»Z
argument
Chapter 4
Eliphaz commences his
words to Job, urging him to listen to some of his
own preaching. Job always comforted people
and maintained that others greatly exaggerated
their situations. Eliphaz then accuses Job of
feeling just. This would mean God is not just
because He is hurting an “innocent man” (Job).
Eliphaz concludes that Job must truly be guilty:
“Shall man be just before God?” Also, “In his
angels he charges with folly.”
Meaning, if in his prophets (angels) sin is
present, “how much more so does sin exist with
you Job.” Eliphaz maintains that Job has no way
to perceive God’s idea of innocence and guilt.
Therefore, Job’s entire defense of his innocence
is false. He tells Job that he must have sinned.
(5:7 Rashi says that it is impossible for man not
to sin.)
Eliphaz maintained that there are two kinds of
sins: 1) an overt sin, known to the sinner, for
which man is culpable, and 2) a sin due to
human nature where God will act to help him
overcome it, since it is not known by the sinner.
Eliphaz maintained that since Job denied having
sinned, Job committed the second type of sin,
and was fortunate that God was punishing him
so he could perfect himself. Eliphaz further
maintains that once Job finds his sin, God will
heal him and he will enjoy a good life.

1VI»Z9LZWVUZL[V
,SPWOHa
Chapter 6
Until verse 11, Job states that he has not
sinned. What is meant by “is my strength the
strength of stones?” Job means that God’s
punishments must allow man to overcome his
wrong. But Job claims, “My punishment does
not allow me to search out my wrong, as you
say the punishment was meant to do. There
must be limits to the punishment so as to make
it possible for me to overcome my wrong.” In
other words, Job is saying that if his punishment
was meant to do as Eliphaz suggests, it is an
unjust punishment. Eliphaz told Job that he
must gain his composure, for he felt that Job
was letting his punishment overtake him. But
Job’s reply was that God’s acute pains were not
allowing him to gain his composure. Job meant
to say that Eliphaz’s argument was good only up
until the point where Job was, that point being
where the troubles make it impossible for him to
function well enough to think, as Job says, “Am
I made out of stone?”
What is meant by 6:21:

With these words, Job commences a new
argument. Since Job could not find in himself
any sin, and since he never denied God’s Providence, he concluded that God must be out to get
him. For why else would God’s Providence
relate to him? If not to help, it must be to hurt.
So he questions God as to why he in particular
was chosen as a target, “Why am I so important
that you come against me as an enemy?” So we
learn from these complaints that Job
maintained, 1) there is a Creator, 2) He knows
what is happening, and 3) He has the power to
stop Job’s pain. Job was stuck without a reason
as to why these events befell him. Q

“For now ye are nothing; ye see my casting
down, and are afraid”?
Job maintains that Eliphaz was siding with
God. Job first told his friends that they are afraid
that something was going to happen to them,
and that is why they sided with God, afraid to
side with Job. Secondly, Job maintained that
8
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Business Services
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Camp 4-T's - Jr. High Day Camp

Israel
Email: efraties@yahoo.com
Ph: 972-0504445125

House for Sale

–––––––––––––––––––––––––––––
Monsey, NY 10952
Email: office@camp4ts.com
Ph: 845-362-0684
Camp 4-T's, NJ/NY's Orthodox Traveling Summer Day
Camp for Jr. High students, is back for it's 4th year.
Call or write for a free brochure. 4-T's: Tefillah, Torah,
Trips 4 Teens, our name says it all.
––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––-----–––––––

Single family home For Sale in Bnei Betcha, Zayit, Efrat
Israel 2 floors, 6 BR, 4 1/2 bathrooms,LR, DR, family
room laundry, storage, huge basement, HUGE YARD!!
Great Location! Asking $650,000 USD
––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––-----–––––––

MatzaFun Tours

Cherry Hill,NJ
Email: info@matzafun.com
Ph: 1-800-944-2283

NESHAMA

Cleveland, Ohio
Email: Fred Taub
Ph: 216-319-0688
Visit www.Neshama.org and see how you too can help
save a life.
––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––-----–––––––

BRAEMAR TRADING
Edgware,London
Email: ALAN GINSBERG
Ph: 00447950780791

COLLECTOR WISHES TO BUY AND SELL NEW
BANKNOTES OF SOUTH AFRICA, SOUTH WEST AFRICA,
RHODESIA & PALESTINE MANDATE PREFERABLY DATED
BEFORE 1950. CONTACT ALAN
––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––-----–––––––

This Passover 2006 Celebrate and enjoy everything
you and your family need for the best Passover holiday
ever- gourmet glatt kosher cuisine, elegant Seders
and services, world-class entertainment, non-stop
activities for all ages, spas, and four-star resorts at
the Renaissance Orlando Resort at Sea World minutes
from Sea World, Disney and Universal Theme Parks
and other Orlando attractions and be pampered at
the Ocean Place Resort & Spa just 55 minutes from
NYC, www.matzafun.com 21 Years of Perfect Passover
Programs by Jerry Abramson's MatzaFun Tours.
––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––-----–––––––

YOUR AD HERE

FREE

CUSTOM LIGHTING FIXTURES
Spring Valley
New York
Ph: 888-523-1999

Designers of custom lighting fixtures. Visit
us online for great savings and free gifts:
www.customlightingfixtures.com
––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––-----–––––––

Moti Sagron - Judaic Art

Israel
Email: ronitsolo@yahoo.com
Ph: 097286654954
Original Portraits of Rabbis - Oil on Canvass - by Israeli
Artist Moti Sagron.

See us online:
www.Mesora.org/Classifieds
Your ad remains online for one
month, at which time, you can
repeat it as often as you wish.
Another free service from
Mesora.org

Congregation Rinat Israel presents

~ FOR WOMEN ONLY ~

With Internationally Renowned Israeli Singer

RICKY PEN
Lose those winter blues…

www.mesora.org/advertise
www.mesora.org/advertise
www.mesora.org/advertise
We’re talking about our ads.
www.mesora.org/advertise
New for 2006, our ads actually link to your
www.mesora.org/advertise
emails and websites. “Click” on any JewishTimes
ad to see how this works. Better yet, click here
www.mesora.org/advertise
www.mesora.org/advertise to visit our
advertising
www.mesora.org/advertise
page to learn
how you can
www.mesora.org/advertise
benefit.
www.mesora.org/advertise

“Clickable”
Kidney Donor Needed
65 year old Connecticut resident is
now able to accept and is in need of a
kidney donor with blood type B+. His
current treatments include Peritoneal
home dialyses four times daily. The
transplant procedure is minimally
invasive and done laparoscopically
with a short recovery time at
Westchester Medical Center. The
Transplant Center offers innovative,
state-of-the art evaluation and
treatment for patients of all ages who
require kidney, liver, pancreas,
corneal and bone marrow transplants
and is home to the largest Kidney
Transplant Program: www.wcmc.com
Recipient guarantees to cover all
expenses away from work and
travel. Please reply if you would like
to be part of this very generous gift of
life to: info@Mesora.org

Assisiting the Disabled
Middle age partially disabled woman
needs financial assistance with her
health insurance to assist with her
disability. If you would like to
contribute to help cover her monthly
expense, please donate with the cents
amount as “.01”, viz, $25.01, 35.01”.
Donate here:
https://www.Mesora.org/Donate

Need Assistance?
Mesora will place your ad free of
charge in this section. Write us at:
info@Mesora.org

Join us for a night of singing, dancing, and scrumptious desserts

Enter to Win A Grand Prize Round-Trip to Israel
or $1000 cash!

SUNDAY, MARCH 19th 2006
7:30 p.m.
Torah Academy of Long Island
310 South Oyster Bay Road, Syosset

Tickets: $15 in advance or
$20 at the door
For tickets, call Linda Mann at 516.822.6636 or Tirtza Gil at 516.932.5186
Make checks to Rinat Israel and send to:
Irine Neymotin, 32 Sylvia Lane, Plainview, NY 11803
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Contracts
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Planning
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Law Office of
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